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Wandering But Not Lost
Discover Your Path
At WBNL Coaching, we specialize in providing training and coaching
workshops for real estate professionals, agent team leaders, managers,
and brokers. Our training focuses on the principle of “running your
real estate business as a true business.” Therefore, the training
sessions will show the participant how to implement effective real
estate and business systems. The training courses include interactive
exercises with several designed to be a hands-on workshop.
Our goal is to provide you with coaching and training that is tailored to
fit your needs, so beyond our standard 2021 course curriculum we can
work with you to develop other topics and customize the training as
needed for your audience and objectives.
Our workshops and seminars include a complete companion workbook
and each attendee will have access to our online platform for all
workshop materials; slide decks, applicable checklists, action plans, and
other bonus downloads.
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Our 2021 Course Curriculum

Discover Your Path
We look forward to getting in front of your team so that, together, we can experience a fresh
new approach to coaching and training. An environment that is based upon their needs. Our
goal is for agents, managers and brokers to leave our sessions energized and ready to increase
their business - not just tomorrow but into the future.
Below is our 2021 Course Curriculum, the following pages dive into each topic with more detail.
We customize each session to fit you and your organization, please contact us for a
consultation, pricing, and scheduling. Here's to being forever Wandering But Not Lost.

Real Estate Agents and Teams
3 Steps to a Powerful Real Estate Business Plan page 4
The Art & Science of Building a Profitable Real Estate Agent Team page 4
How to Double Your Income: Hire & Leverage Your Perfect Assistant page 5
Mastering LinkedIn: Optimize Your Profile, Connect & Build Your Network page 5
How to Create an All-Star LinkedIn Profile page 6
Your Database IS Your Business: 7 Steps to Building Your Referral System page 6
Lead Generation: How to Attract, Cultivate & Convert More Clients page 7
Own Your Online Presence & Get More Client Reviews page 7
How to Become the Agent of Choice - Being the Local Market Expert page 8
Social Media Marketing Strategy for Your Business page 8
A Roadmap to Success for Your Business and Life page 9
List to Last In Any Market page 9

Broker, Manager, Trainer Series
Attracting a Team of Professionals (Recruiting System)
Coaching Agents to Success
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The Art & Science of Building a Profitable Team for Brokers and Managers
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Discover Your Path

3 Steps to a Powerful Real Estate Business Plan
(1-3 hours)
In order to operate your real estate business as a true business it is critical to begin
with a comprehensive business plan, written SMART goals and tools to measure and
track your results. In this workshop you will learn how to implement the three steps to
real estate agent goal setting and business planning:
1 Write your specific goals and desired outcomes
2 Customize our complete real estate business plan template
3 Measure and track your activities and results
Participants can also access the WBNL Coaching free membership platform to
download all of business plan templates and forms and video training course on
business planning and setting goals.

The Art & Science of Building a Profitable Real Estate Agent Team
(3-4 hours)
This training is for you if...
1
2
3
4

You are interested in building a profitable team or brokerage
You already have a team and want expert team building training & coaching
You want to learn how to implement effective business systems and hire an assistant
You want to discover whether or not you are right for agent team building

In this action-specific and strategy-packed workshop, you will learn how to...
Decide on a Team Model, Compensation & Structure
Implement Effective Team Systems
Recruit, Hire and Retain the Right Team Members
Coach, Manage and Lead a Successful Team
Build an Asset and Create Your Exit Strategy
Leverage the Top 10 Team Leader Best Practices

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path

How to Double Your Income: Hire & Leverage Your Perfect Assistant
(1-3 hours)
Hiring the right people for the right positions in your organization is a cornerstone to
success for all business owners. In this workshop, we will share our turnkey hiring and
onboarding system for attracting, hiring and retaining the right administrative support
staff for you.
How to know when you are ready to hire an assistant
Create job descriptions for administrative and other assistants
Example ads and where to run them
Licensed vs. Unlicensed assistants
Compensation plan examples
The pros and cons of independent contractor vs. employee
Our step-by-step hiring guide and onboarding system
How to conduct an effective interview
Tools, apps and systems for managing tasks and projects
Keys to training, managing and retaining your perfect staff members

Mastering LinkedIn: Optimize Your Profile, Connect & Build Your Network
(3 hour Workshop)
LinkedIn is a MUST for all business owners! LinkedIn is a powerful search engine and
database you can master to grow your business and become an authority in your field.
The first step is to create an All-Star profile and then strategically connect with your
own database, peers, influencers and prospective customers. Bring your iPad or
Laptop for this hands-on workshop, you will learn:
Over 14 power tips on optimizing your profile for
search
How to add a branded cover image
The importance of using keywords throughout your
profile
What content needs to go in your summary
How to add images, video and slide-decks to sections
Using Slide Share to build expertise and credibility
The keys to publishing a post to increase your
exposure

WBNLCoaching.com

How to integrate the daily 5 connect plan to increase
your connections
Tools to schedule and automate your status updates
Strategic connection techniques to grow your
network
Using the advanced search to build your network
Our strategy on getting more recommendations
The power of LinkedIn Groups and how to start your
own
Overview of the suite of LinkedIn mobile apps
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Discover Your Path
How to Create an All-Star LinkedIn Profile
(1 hour Workshop)
LinkedIn is a MUST for all business owners! LinkedIn is a powerful search engine and
database you can master to grow your business and become an authority in your field.
The first step is to create an All-Star profile and then strategically connect with your
own database, peers, influencers and prospective customers. In this workshop you
will learn:
Learn 14 power tips on optimizing your profile for search results
How to add a branded cover image
How to create a custom URL and optimize your contact info
The importance of using keywords throughout your profile
What content needs to go in your summary
How to add images, documents, video and slide-decks to sections
How to integrate the daily 5 connect plan to increase your connections

Your Database IS Your Business: 7 Steps to Building Your Referral System
(1 - 3 hours)
This focus of this workshop is how to implement the most important system for your
real estate business – your database and referral system. Topics covered include:
Learn the key steps to building your referral system and how to get more
referrals from your database
How to choose the right CRM (Client Relationship Management) software
solution for you
How to leverage and effectively use your CRM
Reconnecting with your Database (including your past clients and sphere
of influence)
Implementing your client appreciation program & system
What do you send out to your Database, how often and other strategies
for connecting

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path
Lead Generation: How to Attract, Cultivate & Convert More Clients
(1-3 hours)
The primary objective of this workshop is to share the most effective methods to
generate new business using both online and offline strategies. We will revisit
traditional methods and share some innovative ideas to implement. You will also
learn about the Internet and social media tactics that get the best results.
Your database IS your business - how to generate more referrals
Must Have Tools - IDX website, CRM, Landing Page(s), Home search APP
Ways to capture more leads from your listing marketing plan
How to leverage the major real estate portals (Zillow, Realtor.com)
Drive more traffic with offline and traditional marketing
Implement effective Social Media Marketing Strategies
Paid Advertising – pay per click, lead services, lead generation platforms
The keys to converting leads to closed transactions

Own Your Online Presence & Get More Client Reviews
(1-3 hours )
A real estate website is a necessary tool for your business. In this training session, you
will learn how to choose the right website solution for you and the best methods to
leverage it for lead generation.
Why you need a real estate website
What features and functionality is important in choosing a website host
Templated Website vs. Blog site
What domain name should you use (your name vs. market keywords)
Promoting your website online and offline
Lead capture and call to action ideas
How to generate traffic and leads to your website
The keys to lead capture and conversion

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path

How to Become the Agent of Choice - Being the Local Market Expert
(1-3 hours)
In this workshop, you will discover how to become the agent of choice for your service
ara. We demonstrate and share what you must do to be the local real estate market
and Industry expert.
Why it’s Time to Become the Agent of Choice
Own Your Online Presence & Get Reviews
Influence with Social Media & Video
Share Your Local Market Expertise
Be a Community Leader and Voice
Showcase Your Niche or Specialty
Build a Hyperlocal Website
Connect, Nurture & Convert Business

Social Media Marketing Strategy for Your Business
(1-3 hours / Custom schedule)
The primary objective of this workshop is to help you determine the best social media
platforms and strategies for your business based on your target markets, your client’s
preferences and your overall objectives and goals.
Identify your goals and objectives for social media
Knowing your target audience /perfect client and where they are online
Overview of the key social media sites (Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube)
Keys to powerful profiles on each platform
Online personal branding and reputation management
Strategies to dominate search results for your name or brand
Leveraging the power of Video on any social platform
Visual Content marketing – how to create graphics that convert
Most effective types of posts and updates
Creating your hashtag business strategy
5 x 5 plan for connecting on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path
A Roadmap to Success for Your Business and Life
(1-3 hours)
In this workshop, you will learn effective strategies to help you gain clarity ,focus and
build an action plan for your business and life. Our exclusive "Roadmap to Success"
workbook is included.
Reflect on successes and lessons learned in the past year
Select your primary focus areas and set your intentions (business and personal)
Learn the keys to writing effective goals and outcomes
Tools to use now for accountability, project and task management
Implement the daily roadmap to stay focused on your daily 5 and other action items

List to Last In Any Market & Niche Marketing
(2-3 hours)
The focus of this workshop Is on working with sellers, getting more listings and how to
competitively market and service the listing and seller. The training also covers how to
discover and develop a niche In real estate. Then, we cover specific marketing tactics
and strategies.
The niche and specialty marketing segment can be added for a 2 or 3 hour workshop
or as a standalone 60-90 minute session.
7 Ways to Get More Listings in any market
Leveling Up Your Listing Marketing with Video & Social Media
Managing the Seller transaction Before, During & After the Sale
Listing Mastery Self-Assessment
Discover Your Niche / Specialty
Niche Marketing & Lead Gen Strategies

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path

Broker, Manager, Trainer Series
Customize your leadership workshops with WBNL Coaches and our years of expertise
at the Broker & Corporate level.
Jan O'Brien
Licensed in Nevada since 1992 | Licensed In Florida 2020
Former Broker/Branch Manager Prudential Americana & Realty ONE Group (Las Vegas)
Co-Founded, Home Connect America, Las Vegas Brokerage 2018-2020
Matt Emerson
25+ Years in California Real Estate ~ Agent, Coach, Executive
Chief Communications Officer - First Team Real Estate 2006-2011
Chief Operating Officer - Realty ONE Group 2012 - 2015

Attracting a Team of Professionals (Recruiting System)
Leadership and Culture are the attraction and retention secret
What is your unique value proposition for agent attraction?
Create Your Perfect Team exercise
Implement the 8 Step Attraction Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Set your goals for agent hires
Identify your lead sources and strategies (20 proven tactics)
Create your top 100 list and action plan
Refine your affiliation proposal (recruiting presentation)
Make the connections (call, text, email, mail – scripts, email samples)
Conduct interviews (5 keys to a successful interviews)
Effective follow-up program (CRM, tracking, accountability forms)
Transition plan and onboarding process

Retaining quality, productive professionals
Branch/company support
Awards/recognition program
Effective office meetings
The power of coaching

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path
Coaching Agents to Success
(Custom Schedule)
Coaching - Mindset
What is coaching? Foundation of Successful Coaching
Mastering the key coaching skills – Ask Effective Questions, Listen, Observe,
Feedback, Empower
The Wanderers Profile powered by Winslow System
Three prerequisites for change
Communication and Personality Styles
Basic NLP techniques
Coaching agreement and accountability forms/tools
Recommended Reading List

Coaching – Skillset
Conducting the Real Estate Business Systems Assessment
Set priorities/systems to work on with agent
Establish coaching specifics/agreement
Set expectations and process
Fine-tuning and/or implementing effective business systems
Business Plan & Goals
Defining a Unique Value Proposition
Personal Marketing / Branding
Past Client/Referral Business
Sellers and Servicing the Listing

Working with Buyers
Escrow System
Social Media Marketing & Internet Strategy
Lead Generation Systems
Follow–up & Tracking Systems

Hiring an Assistant
Leverage company transaction coordinator first
When is an agent ready for an assistant?
How to recruit, interview, assess and hire
HR considerations, payroll
Job description, duties and delegation

Coaching Approach to Recruiting Agents
Role play and practice scripts for recruiting

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path

The Art & Science of Building a Profitable Team for Brokers and Managers
(Custom Schedule)
Team Building 101 – How to Run a Profitable Team
What is team building? Why do I want a team?
The team building model and philosophy
Four types of people and how they fit
The five successful components of any business
Team Leader Agreement & Company Policy
Hiring key players - Team Manager & Admin Support
Your Team Vision, Mission & Core Values (UVP)
Establishing and running your business like a real business

Company-Level: Team Opportunities, Policies, Challenges
Opportunities: Win - Win - Win - Win (Potential)
Team Leaders, Team Members, Clients and the company all stand to benefit with
effective team building that is supported at the Broker level. The keys to success are
clear policies and guidelines and coaching teams to successfully implement effective
systems. Opportunities and benefits include:
Leverage time & resources
Stability, increase productivity and commissions
Enhanced Client Service and Experience
Increase Production & Market Share
Development of stronger individual agents
Teams attract and recruit agents from outside the company

Potential Challenges with Teams
Recruiting from within the company
Recruiting between in-house teams
Awards & Recognition
Disputes, terminations and dissolution
Legal liability & risk

WBNLCoaching.com
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Discover Your Path
The Art & Science of Building a Profitable Team for Brokers and Managers
Company Team Policy Considerations
Team definition
Recruiting within the company
Written Agreements
Production Awards
Branding / Team Names
Commission disbursement
CAP agreements

Coaching Team Leaders and Managers
How to Implement Effective Team Systems
Recruiting, Hiring and Retaining the Right Team Members
Coaching, Managing and Leading a Profitable Team

Who We've Worked With
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Online Courses at WBNL Coaching
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Real Estate Sales Builder
Designed for any agents who want to generate consistent transactions while focusing
on building a strong foundation for a successful real estate career. Packed with
actionable strategies and a plethora of downloads to help you level up.

Real Estate Team Builder
Our exclusive program is a turnkey solution for agents or small Brokers who want to
build a successful Team or for those who have a Team & need to enhance their
structure with a stronger foundation. It includes over 65 videos, 110+ documents &
forms, how to hire admins & agents, team procedures guide & more!

LinkedIn for Real Estate
We dive into how to leverage this powerful business platform. From creating an AllStar Profile, through building an agent network and tackling some advanced marketing
strategies. Perfect for those of you who want to incorporate LinkedIn as a strategic
lead generation and business-building tool for your business.

Agent Referral Network
Learn how to build and leverage your own national & global agent referral network.
Follow our process to select agents, make the initial connection, & qualify agents to
add to your referral network. Then, implement a connection campaign, which will
result in giving & receiving more referrals & closing transactions.

Social Media & Online Presence

Learn how to show up in search engine results and how to optimize your profiles on
key real estate sites & social media platforms. Discover the keys to success for social
media, including leveraging video & using Canva.com.

Real Estate Fundamentals & Business Planning
The fundamentals of being a successful real estate professional. We will cover the
necessary mindset, skills, character traits, & daily disciplines for success. We have also
included our WBNL agent business plan & goal-setting videos & downloads.

Real Estate Business Planning & Goal Setting
Learn & implement the three steps to business planning. 1) Write your goals & desired
outcomes; 2) Create a written business action plan; 3) Measure and track your
activities and results.

and more @ WBNLCoaching.com
WBNLCoaching.com
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Meet Our Coach Team

Jan O'Brien

As a real estate broker, coach, and industry leader for over 29
years, I am keenly aware that the single biggest obstacle in any
business is the implementation of the basic systems and activities
that are the foundation of a prosperous and long-lived
career. With this in mind, I've built programs and systems around
that and what gets the fear out of the way. Once that is
accomplished, the sky is the limit and I've guided 100’s of topproducing real estate sales professionals, teams, and business
owners to implement effective systems that allow them to thrive.

CO-FOUNDER, WBNL ENTERPRISES |
BUSINESS & LIFE COACH , SPEAKER, TRAINER

Learn more about Jan on LinkedIn - Click HERE

My philosophy in life and business can be summed up with
ease; look for the best in people, listen more than you talk, be
inclusive, create balance, and make each day better than the
day before. This has served me well during my 29 years of
leading individuals, teams, and companies to success.
Understanding what motivates someone and how they can
best reach their personal goals and improve their quality of
life has always come easy to me and I enjoy being a part of
that journey. Taking charge of your destiny is the most
freeing & empowering thing you can do – let’s get to work!

Matt Emerson
CO-FOUNDER, WBNL ENTERPRISES |
BUSINESS & LIFE COACH |TRAVOLOGIST

Learn more about Matt on LinkedIn - Click HERE

Cosmo Morabbi
Tech Master |
Business Coach | Team Leader

WBNLCoaching.com

Finding a unique way to connect local businesses to the local
community has been a vision I have had for years. As a
Business Coach, Real Estate Team Leader, and Realtor®, I
know that Real Estate agents have an important role in their
communities. That is why I have been helping spotlight and
connect locals to local businesses for years. My goal is to share
all the ways you can grow your real estate business by
connecting locals to small businesses. I’m looking forward to
sharing the tips and tricks that I’ve learned while building our
YouTube, social media courses.
Learn more about Cosmo on LinkedIn - Click HERE
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